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Abstract—Fault depth is an important parameter to be determined in ground motion simulation, and peak ground velocity (PGV) demonstrates good application prospect. Using numerical simulation method, the variations of distribution and peak value of near-fault PGV with different fault depth were studied in detail, and the reason of some phenomena were discussed. The simulation results show that the distribution characteristics of PGV of fault-parallel (FP) component and fault-normal (FN) component are distinctly different; the value of PGV FN component is much larger than that of FP component. With the increase of fault depth, the distribution region of the FN component strong PGV moves forward along the rupture direction, while the strong PGV zone of FP component becomes gradually far away from the fault trace along the direction perpendicular to the strike. However, no matter FN component or FP component, the strong PGV distribution area and its value are both quickly reduced with increased fault depth. The results above suggest that the fault depth have significant effect on both FN component and FP component of near-fault PGV.
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I. INTRODUCTION
STUDIES showed that the PGV has good application prospect in earthquake engineering [1]-[5], such as in estimating the probability of seismic-induced land-slide, in the predicting of seismic intensity, in the determining of site liquidation, in the evaluating of damage degree of buried pipelines in earthquake, etc. Subsequently, for the near fault region that frequently suffered the most severe damage, the investigation of the near fault PGV distribution feature has a good guidance value in the rapid assessment of earthquake disasters. The methods are roughly divided into two categories. One is statistical analysis by using the real strong ground motion records. Although quite a number of near fault seismic records have been obtained in recent large earthquakes such as the Chichi earthquake, the Wenchuan earthquake, etc., the record is obviously insufficient for the studying of regional PGV distribution, especially for considering different source parameters. The other one is the numerical simulation method [6]-[8], which can take the source rupture process, the propagation path, and the site condition into consideration. Besides, the source values can be changed according to the research need. So, the numerical method has become a powerful tool in the studying of near field strong ground motion, and is also the research focus currently. In this study, the variation pattern of the magnitude and the distribution feature of near fault PGV are investigated by using the numerical simulation method, the kinetic source model, and simple velocity model. Then, the inherent reason of the variation pattern is thoroughly discussed. The results of this paper can provide a reference for near field strong ground motion prediction.

II. CALCULATION METHOD AND MODEL
A. Calculation Method
The software package of COMPSYN for earthquake ground motion simulation is used in our study. The programs are publicly released by the International Association of Seismology and Physics of the Earth's Interior (IASPEI). It uses the discrete wavenumber/finite element method (DWFE) [9] to calculate the Green's functions, and the synthetic seismograms are obtained by the convolution of the Green's functions with the slip space-time function on the fault plane. This integral can be solved by adaptive numerical integration techniques [10]. These programs have two primary strengths. First, the Green's functions include the complete response of the Earth structure, so that all P and S waves, surface waves, leaky modes, and near-field terms are included in the calculated seismograms. Second, the codes assume a 1D layered velocity structure, so they are computationally fairly fast compared to 3D codes, so that the user can simulate ground motions from many hypothetical rupture models in minimal time. The main omission is that anelastic attenuation cannot be modeled using these codes. We use this software to simulate the near field ground motion under different focal depth, and the effects of this parameter on near fault PGV distribution.

B. Calculation Model
To highlight the effect of fault depth on near fault PGV distribution, the source and velocity models are all quite simple. The fault is a vertical strike-slip fault with a rectangle shape and length of 12 km and width of 8 km. The initial rupture point locates at the middle of fault left boundary, and the rupture direction is from left to right. The buried depth of the fault upper boundary is 2 km. The source model is shown in Fig. 1 (a). For comparison convenience in the following with changing fault depth, this source model is referred to as the basic source model hereafter.

Fig. 1 (b) describes the distribution of observation points at the surface. Considering the rapid change of seismic motion at the near fault region [11], the observation points are denser for this region compared with the outside zone. There are totally...
659 observation points in simulations.
To reduce the effect of propagation medium as small as possible, a homogeneous isotropic elastic halfspace is used in study, with a P-wave velocity of 5.196 km/s, an S-wave velocity of 3.0 km/s, and a density of 2000 kg/m$^3$. 
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Fig. 1 (a) Sketch of source model. The fault length and width are 12 km and 8 km, respectively. The buried depth is 2 km. The star indicates the location of rupture starting point. The rupture speed equals 0.9 times of shear wave velocity, and the displacement is 0.35 m for every point on the fault, the rise time 0.45 s and the rake 0°. (b) Sketch of observation points distribution. The region surrounded by red dashed line represents the calculation region. The red solid line and star indicate the projection of fault and initial rupture point, respectively. The blue points denote observation points, which are numbered by rows and columns.

III. RESULTS OF THE BASIC MODEL

Based on the calculation model of section 1.2, the velocity seismograms of FP, FN, and vertical component are calculated by using the software packages of COMPSYN. Then, the PGV distributions of the FP and FN component are obtained by using interpolation method, which are shown in Fig. 2.

The following can be observed from Fig. 2: (1) The velocity peak value of the FN component is much larger than the FP component, which is due to the rupture directivity effect, and is validated by the observations. (2) It is quite different for the distribution features of PGV of the FP and FN component. For the FP component, the strong PGVs depart from the fault trace with some distance, and they are located both at the epicentral region and in front of the rupture direction. The largest PGV occurs near the epicenter, with an angle of 45° to the fault trace. However, for the FN component, the PGV distribution is dominated by the rupture directivity effect, strong PGVs mainly locate in front of the rupture direction, and the largest PGV occurs just at the fault trace in front of the rupture direction. The difference of the distribution characteristics between the FP and FN component mainly results from the source radiation pattern in the two directions [12].
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Fig. 2 The distribution map of PGV FP component (top) and FN component (bottom) for basic fault model, the units in the map are cm/s.

IV. EFFECT OF FAULT DEPTH ON NEAR-FAULT PGV

Based on the basic model, the fault depth $h$ changes gradually from 2 km to 9 km, with the other parameters keep unchanged. Then, the near-fault PGV distributions of the FN and FP component under different source depth are numerically obtained, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. The yellow solid line and the red star denote the fault trace and the projection of the initial rupture point on the surface. To emphasize the change of PGV distributions for increasing source depth, the isolines in Figs. 3 and 4 are starting from 2 cm/s, and the white regions represent the PGV values less than 2 cm/s.

It is shown in Figs. 3 and 4 that, with the increase of fault depth, the strong PGV areas decrease rapidly both for the FN and FP component. Besides, it is also shown that, with the increase of fault depth, the strong PGV regions of the FN component move forward along the rupture direction, which
can be explained by the isochrone theory [8]. Isochrones are the locus of points on the fault that radiate elastic waves all of which arrive at a given station at the same time. According to this theory, a strong phase is radiated from the isochrone that is tangent to a barrier because the isochrone gets discontinuous at this point (the point at which the isochrone is first tangent to the top of the fault is called the critical point), which is always associated with a peak velocity or acceleration value at the free surface station very close to the critical point. Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the X coordinates of observation points (Xs) of line I and the corresponding X coordinates of the critical points (Xc). It can be observed from Fig. 5 that, when the stations move forward along the fault strike, the critical points move forward accordingly. However, after Xs reaches a value, the value of Xc is almost fixed, and the critical point roughly stays at a same position, which is called the limiting position of the critical point. It is shown in Fig. 5 that, for the case of large fault depth, the Xs values of the limiting position of the critical point are obviously larger compared with the small fault depth case. Additionally, considering the strong geometrical attenuation (1/R) for the near-fault strong ground motion, the strong PGV regions of the FN component will move forward along the rupture direction with the increase of fault depth.
It can be observed from Fig. 4 that with the increase of fault depth, the strong PGV regions of the FP component gradually depart from the fault trace along the Y direction, and the strong PGVs locate generally in two places. One is the epicentral region, and the other one is the terminal area of the fault right boundary. They are corresponding to the initial and terminal rupture positions, respectively. Since rupture starts and ends at the two positions abruptly, strong seismic waves will be radiated there. Meanwhile, the ground motions of the FP component are most sensitive to the rupture process close to the observation points [8], so the strong PGVs of the FP component will appear at the above two positions. Considering the source radiation pattern of the FP component and the unilateral rupture process, the strong PGV regions near the epicenter show a 45° angle toward the fault trace, and its area is relatively small. However, the strong PGV regions near the right terminal zone of the fault trace have an angle less than 45°, but with a larger area.

Fig. 6 presents the variations of PGV values of the FN component for the stations of line I under different fault depth. It is shown that, with the increase of fault depth, the PGV values from 0 to 40 km decrease rapidly. Beyond this range, the PGVs at the surface become insensitive to the fault depth, and the lines are close to each other for varying source depth. This implies that the fault depth mainly influences the near-field ground motion, and has little effect on the far-field seismic motion. It should be noted that, with the increase of fault depth, the falloff speed after the maximum PGV value gradually becomes slow, and the X coordinate of the maximum PGV moves forward along the positive X axis, which is in accordance with the above analysis that the strong PGVs of the FN component will move forward along the rupture direction with the increasing fault depth.
Fig. 5 (a) The relation curves between the X coordinates (Xs) of the observation points in line I and their corresponding critical points’ X coordinates (Xc) for different fault depth. The value of Xc is approximately unchanged after a point of the curve, and the point is called the limiting position of the critical point. (b) Illustration of Xs and Xc. The mark "▼" indicates the position of observation point, and "●" denotes the critical point. The curves on the fault are isochrone, the point at which the isochrone is tangent to the top of the fault is the critical point.

Fig. 6 The variation curve of PGV FN component for observation points of line I with different fault depth

Fig. 7 shows the decrease percentage of maximum PGV value of all stations on the FN and FP component for varying source depth compared with the results of 2 km source depth case. The minus indicates that the PGV value is decreased. It can be found that the fault depth has significant effect on both the FP and FN component PGVs, and the maximum PGV value decreases rapidly with the fault depth. For instance, the maximum PGV value reduces about 60% when the fault depth changes from 2 km to 9 km.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a vertical strike-slip fault model and a simple homogeneous halfspace model were established first, then the effect of fault depth on near fault PGV was investigated by using the numerical simulation method, and the inherent reason was also discussed. The following basic conclusions can be reached.

1. For the vertical strike-slip fault, the PGV of the FN component is much larger than that of the FP component, which is also validated by the previous studies and the observations.

2. With the increase of fault depth, the maximum value of PGV and the area of strong ground motion reduce rapidly for both the FN and FP component.

3. For the FN component, strong PGVs mainly locate in front of the rupture direction, and the maximum PGV occurs just at the fault trace in front of the rupture direction. With the increase of fault depth, the strong PGV regions move forward along the rupture direction.

4. For the FP component, the strong PGVs locate generally at the epicentral region and the terminal area of the fault right boundary. With the increase of fault depth, the strong PGV regions gradually depart from the fault trace along the FN direction.

The results show that the fault depth has obvious influence on both the FN and FP component of the near field PGV.
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